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FULL HOUSE FOR
TAYPORT SHOW.
The November meeting held at the Gregory

Hall in Tayport was a great success with a
full house of 150 in attendance. Such a turnout
more than justified the decision to invite the
public and to use a larger venue. Hands up all
who can remember the last time we had this
size of audience?

Full marks to George who provided the pro-
gramme, an excellent selection of vintage
slides depicting various aspects of Tayport with ,----------------------'--,
the accent of course on the railway. Praise also A typical scene at the north end of Tayport Station in the earlysixties

Photograph; A NIsbet
for the various members who gave time and
effort before, during and after the event. George's father provided a fine introduction and the wives and
other relatives and friends all played their part on the night, particularly with the catering. There was a
good atmosphere all evening with much of the audience staying back for a cup of tea and a blether after
the event.

--

ERROL STATION SALE
Following on from an unacceptably

low offer for the property, the Errol
directors met on the 26th of October
and decided to continue to offer the
station for sale. As an interim meas-
ure, the flat may be rented out to bring
. .
in some income.

Pre CHRISTMAS
WEEKEND TRIP
TO YORK.

Following on
from a cancelled
August weekend
and two cancelled meet-
ings the Christmas jaunt at
least is going ahead. With
the accommodation and
rail tickets booked, we're
off to York for a good old
festive bash full of stuffed
turkey, plum duff and silly
hats. We'll eat, drink,
laugh a lot and be as merry
as the law will allow!

McMANUS THURSDAY EVENING TALKS.
An excellent illustrated talk by Bill Dow on the subject of the first

Tay Bridge as advertised in the last Journal, proved to be very popular with a
large and appreciative audience. Bill Dow is without doubt the undisputed
authority on this subject and combined with his rare public speaking abilities,
resulted in an informative and entertaining hour or two. It is hoped that a
second series will follow and that the railway content will be continued.



Syllabus and other dates 1999- 2000.

10th-12th December ARG Christmas

January. No programme or venue booked for this month.

February. No programme or venue booked for this month.

12th March AGM (Arrangements and venue to be announced later.)

31st March Railways around Arbroath Ian Johnstone
(This is a Friday evening meeting and will take place at 7.30pm on the
upper floor of Arbroath Library in Hill Terrace. The programme is in
association with the Arbroath Antiquary & History Club.)
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Dundee Model Railway Exhibition. Scott Cunningham.

The annual Dundee Model Railway Exhibition was held over the weekend
23rd124th October. Judging by the number of members who attended, this will not be
news, but perhaps they will not be aware that the Group made over £ 100 from the sale
of surplus Library books. With the best of the books now undoubtedly gone, the
remainder will be offered to a book dealer, so the final figure will be somewhat
higher.

In addition, publicity leaflets advertising both George's presentation, and David's
Waverley Route talk, were picked up by a number of members of the public. A
further supply was left with the Secretary of the Dundee Model Railway Club for
distribution amongst their members.

It was also good to see many ex-members at the exhibition, most of whom called in
for a chat. Notables were Ken Morris, Ron Glendinning, and John Kirkland, along
with Ian Johnstone, Alan Mitchell, and David Bruce. Lindsay Home was also present
throughout both days.

With new members a must, the publicity gained both from the Group's stand, and
from the advert in the Exhibition brochure cannot have failed to be worthwhile.



Editorial (or a seasonal pantomime)

"It's your turn to do the editorial" they said. "Oh no, it's not" "Oh yes, it is" they chorused
"But I don't know anything about railways" I protested. "That's not a problem" they said.
"Can I write about aircraft? I know about aircraft". "No" they said" just write about anything -
except aircraft, that is".
"Can I tell them about Dod fighting off all those granny groupies after his hugely successful slide
show, no' long back?" " No" they responded, finally catching the barmaid's eye" Jim's doing
that". "Well, what about my house being used to billet those RAP boys in Tayport during the
war, then" I ventured. "Sorry" they retorted" that could be in the article by that Liverpool lad
what wrote to Dod, and anyway, you're back onto aircraft".
"Well what else is going in this issue" I pleaded. "There's the Davie Paterson piece, that's no'
bad." "That's right" I enthused" It starts off with him being born in Kinross in November 1940".
"Hold it" they insisted, demanding top-ups" that was Battle of Britain year". " But it finished in
September" I protested. "Disnae matter, it's close enough" replied Dod, wiping the froth from his
moustache.
" I could write about engines" I offered. "That's mair like it" they responded. " Yes, I was
reading about this guy in Oz who's using 3.3 litre Jubiru's to replace Rolls-Royce Merlins in his
replica Spit ... " "No" they exclaimed! (hence the exclamation mark)
"Just write about anything" said Jim, draining his pint "but dinnae make it ower long".
"That's right" added Dod, ordering his fifth" as long as you don't chunter on for hours about
Hurricanes, Messerschmitts, Lancasters, Junkers, Forts, Mustangs, etc, then you can say what
you like ... "

Merry Xmas a'body!

A Railway Harbour used by the RAF Trevor W. Roberts

I arrived, together with about fifteen other young airmen, in Tayport at the end of August 1940.
We had been posted there for training as Motor Boat Crew. Our normal training camp at Calshot
was full and could not accommodate us so we were having to do our training 'on the job'.
Initially, everyone on the base lived out in civvy bill its. I was billited with Mrs. Laird at
'Coral Bank' in Albert Street who did a wonderful job of looking after five airmen - including
F/Sgt Bullock, CpJ. Crouch, Goodmanson and Freddie Gilbert.
Originally the M.C.U. (motor craft unit) looked after a squadron of flying-boats which were
moored at Woodhaven. these moved away early in the war and after that the M.C.U. provided
safety cover for aircraft flying from Leuchars and towed targets on the bombing-practice range
off Tentsmuir forest.
In 1940, prior to my arrival, one of my launches (with F/Sgt. Bullock in charge) had picked up a

.: German pilot who had been shot down off the mouth of the River Tay.
Huts were eventually built to acommodate us and we all left our comfortable 'civvy' digs and
moved down to the harbour.
Early in 1941 a large number of us were posted to Sierra Leone to look after the Sunderland
flying-boats of95 Squadron.
Later in the war, with the formation of the Air-Sea-Rescue Service, the harbour became the base
for several of the larger high-speed rescue launches.
A popular watering-hole for many of us on the base was the Bell Rock Tavern. Some time before
my arrivalin Tayport it was so popular with one of the 'Regular' airmen that he married the
landlady. 'Sailor' Jones was quite a notorious character in the RAF Marine Craft Section and r
understand he became something of a 'legend' in Tayport - but that, as they say, is another story ,

....._--_._--_.,--_ ....--.--,,------------------------~--



Wednesday afternoon were devoted to sport - any sport! We would all parade in front of the
office and Sgt. Ned Harper would call out - 'fall out for football' and a few lads would trot off,
with their boots and football, in the direction of the local recreation ground.
'Fall out the cyclists', and two or three would jump on their bikes and cycle off. ( Cynics claimed
that they only cycled a mile or so to an out-of-the-way pub! ) After the cyclists it was the turn of
swimmers, ice-skaters, horse-riders, shooting-party, runners - the list was almost endless! On
several occasions a friend and Iformed a horse riding party and went off to a nearby farm where
we picked up a couple of horses belonging to a local businessman who wanted to excercise them.
We spent many happy hours cantering through the beautiful Tentsmuir forest.

When we moved into the newly built acccomodation at the harbour the huts were
heated by coal fired stoves and our ration of coal was somewhat limited. We were
grateful, therefore, for the fact that a railway siding ran alongside the huts and wagons
loaded of coal were parked there ready for loading into vessels at the harbour.
Occasoinally, when our coal stocks were Iowa couple of airmen would go out into
the dark and waylay the night watchmen, whose job was to guard the wagons and
divert his attention, while a couple of others would replenish our coal buckets from
the other end of the line of wagons.
Eventually, we were rumbled and heavy penalties were threatened for any repetition!

Saturday afternoons, when not on 'duty call' or telephone watch, were usually spent in
Dundee - skating, cinema, tea at Wilson's in Union Street, or, for some, just pub crawl

Occasionally, one missed the last train back to Tayport and this meant trying to find a
bed at the local police station ( ifthere was a cell vacant) or the nearby barracks
where you might be lucky enought a bed in the guardroom. Then after an 'early call'
one would make a dash for the station and scrounge a lift on the 'milk train' thankfull
that Tayport statoin was only yards from our base on the harbour.

When we were 3000 miles away in Sierra Leone we would reminisce about days past
and would willingly have swapped the humidity, the torrential rains, the mosquitoes,
malaria, dysentery and the myriad variety of insects which made life almost
intolerable, for the quiet of sleepy little Tayport and the kindly folk who had made
our short stay there something to remember.

Don't Mention The Tay Rail Bridge Bob Barnes

My mother would never cross the Tay Rail Bridge to go shopping in Dundee, if you
mentioned the bridge or train she would remind you that the first bridge fell doon !
and I have no intention of being on a train when this one falls 'doon' mothers
preferance was the ferry.

I" ".
; Father was always arguing with her regards travelling to Dundee, and pointed out to

her, yes, if the bridge fell down and you are on a train and it goes into the river no
doubt you would drown! if the ferry sinks no doubt, it would be the same outcome. !

Mothers answer was always the same, yes, but you won't have so far to fall. I!



New(ish) Video; The Railways of Scotland, Vol 11- Edinburgh to Aberdeen. Cinerail.

It hardly seems any time at all since the first issue in this series.
Since then, the most comprehensive coverage of Scottish railways on
film has followed. This latest offering has much of interest and includes
far more than just the usual moving trains. Scenes around Kirkcaldy,
including the harbour branch are particularly interesting as is the
coverage given to the Aberdeen Electricity Works system. Some film
dates from the 1930s but it is the fifties and sixties coverage that is the
most extensive. The St Andrews line is featured together with scenes
at Dundee and Montrose plus views at nearby Bridge of Dun. Road
transport at Kirkcaldy and the Forth Ferry Service add to the railway
coverage. The running time is 65 minutes.

Further information on this and others in the series from;
Cinerail, PO Box 10, Birkenshaw, Bradford BDll 2BQ.

Can anyone help Alistair Nisbet with his researches on the Newburgh & North Fife and the
Kelso to Roxburgh Junction lines together with the Jedburgh area? Replies direct to Alistair please.

Extracts from recent editions of our local newspa.p~.

(from Courier 5.11.99)

A LORRY' driver' had;;
a miraculous .: escape "
yesterday when his vehicle' ,;
plunged 25 feet offa bridge
at Grandtully and landed on , '
its side on disused railway
tracks below. " '" '

Gordon Donaghy; (26)
walked from the scene with:
only a bruised shoulder and
knee to show as a result of
the dramatic accident, and , seepart ,o'f the lorrY'sticking
even telephoned emergency, ,'..up as"they cam"ealong!" " ,
services himself.' , , ' ," ', "; Gordon then' walked to

The accidenthappened as., .the nearby Grandtully Hotel
Gordon, from. :Glasgow;; where he made a few phone
came round a c.:ornl:lrand , 'calls and was waiting until
the bac~ end ofhis 7.~ tO~!le , he heard from the police
Iorry slidaway.sending hlm j, , """',. ,,:-,' ";,,,~,'~"';,"'" '."::'" :>',<',,'j aboutwhat would happen
crashing through the wall' 'qordon' had' Just madea ~ ,aske<;ldf,tw~te.g',toJwto'i next ,', ",' ,
on the Glenburn Bridge and,'deliv~ryat Acharn and was",,~,o,splta";b~t)"~lJ}ot"n:ally.l' ,,',:, ". ,',
onto theground below. ~eadmg for D,unde~ at ~e,{· ~nJ';;!red":::"Just,,t;,a~i;~r.\lJs,e.~:;:'f;' A, crane.willhave to be

,Gordon estimated it W'asa't'k,tlfll,eNftI:!ea(,;ctdent:fi~,'s§P9' \sheulqer ~r~Jt,tl$~:'?fj,~i !~~\!~~,?F~an.lSed,~og~t th~ 10r1J',~IJ,
drop of 25~feet and.walting,» seyer,~I'~Pils~lllg'fJ;lrrve!"s, W ;Th~~e'~as.~~'J?!opd·~)I:::!~,~~~",~,,.onc~,l~e )?i01!C,~"rave
at the nearby Grandtully stoppe~ to help and oIl;e anythlllg,so:tliey:':f'had.a':}g~y,~p th~",gq~llr~ad:for
Hotelfor arrangements to,gllv~ ~l~th~~,u~e,. ~fhl.S . look aF me but-really Lwas i(;t9,at7'7there\ar~.i'power
be made for the.recovery, of":iIIIl;~plle,;t9 contap,t P,O,li.cc!l~~,' . Just ,sP,~Ck..ed.i )a,',tHWh..~t:{'~aoles"abov~, apparently.'7
his .lorry, he said' he' was": his: ,o:vn', phone was'::'ef!.: ~~PP~PE(~··\!"~I'0,':<.::,.' I'll.be.getting a lift.back.to
feeling "very lucky" to h;ave" receiving a SIgnaL",' r;~;';/' ,\,;','01 ;fi,ot as ,&hgCf,eq"<!S,theYi Glasgow.'::;/iJ'-\.;: . ': ':,
got off s~,hghtly;·'. ":.'" .: "The -ambularice people"; were thQue:l"i:~t4ey,~o.4!~'.. h ':" '" . , ;

\!, t" I .~ J".d!" '~h~ ~::\~ .\.;. I.·~.'I'-;;;;t I.) .-t . .f1':'1:1 :'1 A1.; ! 'lH:;j~ ..•~uju ,,:..\.• 1'.", ::'j~~...'l :·r e -;accident; .""wtuch
happened just before 3 pm,
involved only the lorry and'

'.no one else was injured, .
. '.' ;t··" .



Extracts from recent editions of our local newspap.e.n (continued)

Partnership to work towards station plan.
5.11.99.

Welcome for freight rail link plan.
2.12.99.



Hornby Dubio is for life and not just for Christmas. Scott Cunningham

I suppose in the 1950's having a "train set" was as popular amongst boys as owning a
computer is nowadays. Certainly my childhood friends all seemed to have an interest
in "trains" without necessarily being or becoming railway enthusiasts.

It started innocently enough for me with the arrival of a Hornby 0 gauge clockwork
set consisting of an 0-4-0 locomotive, 3 or maybe 4 carriages, and a track layout
consisting of a figure of eight with the sides filled in. (Four points and a crossover
altogether!). This came courtesy of Santa Claus one Christmas when I was about 5,
and indeed my membership of the Hornby Railway Club, (see the certificate), was
effective from January 1953!

The set provided endless fun, and during the summer months, it would be combined
with the track of my friends to give us a lengthy single track which would go round
from the front to the back of our pre- fab. The loco would be wound up and set off for
a destination well out of sight in the hope that nothing was coming the other way.
Progress would be followed, and sure enough it was often the case that by the time
you caught up, disaster had already struck! Earthworks, (of real earth), bridges
consisting of pieces of wood crossing flower borders, and level crossings and station
platforms manufactured using mud, were a great enhancement to the scenic
development of our railway systems, which varied from day to day. We played
happily from morning until "bed time" reinforced by lemonade or Creamola Foam,
and ended the day grubby and tired. (What happened to Creamola Foam?)

But these Hornby sets had one major drawback - the need to wind up the locomotive
every time you wanted to run a train, and thoughts began to drift towards an "electric
train set." We could see these in the toy department of Smith Brothers shop in
Dundee, (at the corner of Commercial Street and Murraygate, approximately where
the Body Shop is now.)

Hornby Dublo trains were, I suppose, seen as the "Rolls Royce" despite their three-
rail track, (as distinct from the Tri-ang system with its more realistic two rail track).
At that time, as far as I can recall, Dublo had only four sets available - an N2 tank
with a small selection of goods wagons, an A4 set with Silver King and a couple of
Gresleys in blood and custard, a Duchess of Montrose set with two "mark 1" coaches,
and a newly introduced Standard tank with three suburbans. It now seems incredible
to me that I chose the Duchess of Montrose set over the A4. I can only assume that in
my inexperienced eye, I took the Duchess with its smoke deflectors to be similar to
the A2's which seemed to pull all of the express trains I saw locally. I was also pretty
keen on the Standard tank set, but the Duchess just edged it.

Christmas (around 1956 or 1957), came, and with it a 6 x 4 board with an oval of
track, two sidings, and the aforementioned Duchess of Montrose set. The novelty of
being able to move the train without having to wind up the locomotive was incredible.
There was, however, a limitation in the variety you could have with a Pacific
locomotive and two carriages, (you couldn't for example run tender first as there was
no front coupling - not that that stopped you trying with a piece of thread to hold the
ensemble togetherl) Any spare pocket money was saved to buy my first goods wagon
- a van to go with my "express" in keeping with the Aberdeen-Edinburgh trains
which often tagged a few fish vans on to the rear! The van was followed by a Royal
Daylight tank, which in totally unprototypical fashion was added to the end of the
train.

The following Christmas saw me put in the request for an N2 tank - I had by that time
secured a brake van and had the makings of a short goods train. This provided much
more variety to the operation.



Successive Christmasses and birthdays brought numerous additions - a breakdown
crane, a Royal Mail set with operating mail drop and pick-up, a further N2, a Diesel
shunter (don't ask!), more track to allow a double line, and an assortment of rolling
stock. I never did get a Standard tank - incidentally I hear that Bachmann are shortly
to produce one, so if any of the Tayport contingent want one for sentimental reasons,
then they should get the opportunity before long. I am sure that either of the Group's
picture framing services would be happy to make a box picture for display if required!

By 1962, Hornby Dublo Two Rail was becoming well established, and I had by that
time also discovered the Railway Modeller. It showed how much more realistic a
model could be created with decent two-rail track. A quick advert in the "Tully" and
the three rail stock was disposed of (with the exception of the Duchess which had
been badly damaged in a fall from the table - I still have the mutilated body!)

The resulting funds provided the resources to visit Brian Sherriff's and purchase my
first two-rail locomotive an A4 - Golden Fleece, and some track. (it would be some
time yet before I bought my first Great Western locomotive!) At that time the superb
Kitmaster coach kits were available, and a couple of them were bought for assembly,
along with some wagons from the Airfix range.

Stock was added to with a Metrovick diesel (again don't ask!), and the layout
developed still using the 6 x 4 board. But things were changing. At the age of 15 or
so, other interests were becoming more - well- interesting -like girls! The fairly
new stock was also sold, and model railways took a back seat for a few years. When I
did get back to it, it would be fairly heavily slanted towards the Great Western or BR
Western Region. (although I did have a Trix A3 (renamed Sandwich) and A4
(Seagull) in the early 1970's).

I went from 0 Gauge to 00 and then a brief dabbling with N in the mid '70's, to 00
again in the early '80's, and then to 0 Gauge Finescale in the mid 1980's. My most
recent house move in 1991 forced the abandonment of railway modelling, and apart
from my 0 gauge Auto Tank which now serves as an ornament, there is no trace of a
model anywhere.

I often think back to the Hornby Dublo
days - what prices they now get on the
second-hand market for a mint example.
The locomotives were in their day highly
detailed, and the tinplate coaches gave
more realistic "flush glazing" than any
of the ready to run manufacturers can
provide even now. Sometimes I wish
I had retained the three rail set up and
added to it - even with the rather "naff'
track - a Bristol Castle with a rake of
chocolate and cream stock. Now that
would have been good!
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What Alistair did next! Alistair Nisbet.

Regular readers of this journal may remember that some time ago I related a journey
made when I "were nowt but a lad" from Tayport to Dundee.

Well, your editor, or part of the team at least has prevailed on me to continue this
tale with why I went on that journey, a sort of "What Alistair did next" if you like (or
even if you don't like).

There could have been a number of reasons why I make that trip and if I had still
been in short trousers and at school it would almost certainly have been to go
shopping in the big shops which I was unaccustomed to - living in London's
suburbia it was a rare treat to go to such a place. Perhaps when we walked past
the West Station I would get a chance to see the "road engine"; this was the ex NBR
Y9 Pug shunting engine which worked at the docks (on the Harbour Rails for the .
technically minded) , either bursting forth from the track to the side of the station or
shuffling up and down on the quayside along Dock Street somewhere.

The basket-like spark arrestor on top of the tall chimney used to fascinate me, as
did the wooden tender which was dragged along behind the tank engine - to
misquote Doctor Dolittle I had never seen anything like it in my life before.

And what was more, in the city there was a good toyshop where I could buy another
bit for my railway - none of your new-fangled electric trainsets but a good old-
fashioned Hornby "0" gauge wind-up one. Perhaps I would have saved up enough
cash to buy a new set of points or something more to run on the rails - I can well
remember one summer when I bought a gas-cylinder wagon. Now why I decided I
had to have one of these I cannot recall, maybe it was the rusting hulk in the siding
at the Newport Gasworks which put the ideas into my mind, after all they were both
red of a sort.

But I digress. This time the trip was not to inspect Hornby trains but real ones, not
clockwork ones but live steam ones. I was off to bunk the shed yard. Now this may
sound like an emotive word as though I was about to do something difficult but, to
tell the truth, in the mid 1960s nobody really cared. Steam was being run down and
there were no H & S regulations about not walking into engines without wearing a
hard hat and so on. Simple common-sense reigned supreme,

So there I was walking out of the dingy station entrance and heading round to the
right through the edge of the old LNER goods yard with the tracks now ending at
bufferstops but which had once continued across South Union Street into the
Harbour area as did those from the LMS sidings.

Then it was past the parcels office and approaching the bridge across the tracks
and platforms at the west end of the station. This bridge has two purposes - the first
was to allow access to the Smith Hood coal and so it was generally covered in coal
dust and small pieces which had fallen from lorries. But it was its other purpose
that I was interested in for this was the official way into the shed and already I could
smell the smoke and steam. There was also an unofficial way in but this meant a
long trek to reach Roseangle Street (I think it was) where one could squeeze
through the fence by the back of the old Caledonian shed.



And so into the shed yard I strode, complete with camera and notebook to record
every picture I took - something I still do incidentally although I rarely note down the
shutter speed or aperture setting nowadays. The ground here was of course no
less covered with coal dust but it was also mixed with water and oil and so likely to
be a source of messy shoes.

I usually made at least one foray to this holy of holy places during each summer
holiday but always was fairly circumspect, no point after all in antagonising
officialdom. So I usually kept away from the danger area closest to the huge
concrete coaling tower - anyway I could usually see and photograph whatever was
there from the train window. This morning there had been a WO 2-8-0 and one of
the Tayport tanks, no 80090, being replenished.

The first port of call was to see what was inside the main shed and as was usually'
the case the first thing I saw was 60528 Tudor Minstrel, with its nose half out of the
front waiting for another turn of duty. I used to wonder whether it ever did actually
move its wheels in anger but it must have done for it wasn't always in that position,
although it could usually be relied upon to be in the yard somewhere.

Also inside the somewhat decrepit building were a couple of B1s, a J37, a V2 and a
Black 5, all but B1 no 61278 being out of steam and stopped for some reason or
other with "Not to be moved" flags stuck onto a lamp iron. Light was always very
poor inside this building so after the first attempts I never bothered to try such
pictures again for in those days I had no tripod.

So I moved on around the yard and managed to obtain shots of various locos
waiting for further duties - a couple of J 35s, a J37 or three, more B1sand V2s and
a WO. Crossing over the running line to the West station I made my way to the ex-
Caledonian shed and found a couple of locos stored inside here, both J35s. This
was unusual for this was by now the diesel depot and steam normally did not
venture over here. This yard was full of Metro-Carn dmus (Class 101), both two
and three car versions and a number of mainline locos - mainly the BRCW Type 2
version (Class 26 and 27) of the Southern Region "Cromptons" (Class 33) with
which I was becoming familiar at home. The ground was liberally soaked with
diesel fuel oil and transmission oil which had leaked everywhere.

Back again across the running line (still nothing coming) to the main shed yard and
to get a shot of a BR Standard Caprotti-fitted 4-6-0 being turned on the turntable.
This was not a local engine for these were all allocated to St Rollox in Glasgow and
this one, no 73145, had worked in on one of the expresses from Buchanan Street
station.

By now it was beginning to get warm and my throat parched so, as I had seen
everything there was to be seen and had paid due homage to the god of steam, it
was time to return to somewhere I could partake of that most notable of all of
Scotland's drinks - Iron Brew as it used to be called by the Strathmore Springs
people before Barrs cottoned onto the Irn Bru label.

And then it was back to the station for a while to watch the activity before joining the
12.28 back to Tayport and one of Gran's magnificent dinners, perhaps mince and
home-made mealy pudding. But that is a different tale ...
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fashioned Hornby "0" gauge wind-up one. Perhaps I would have saved up enough
cash to buy a new set of points or something more to run on the rails - I can well
remember one summer when 1 bought a gas-cylinder wagon. Now why I decided I
had to have one of these I cannot recall, maybe it was the rusting hulk in the siding
at the Newport Gasworks which put the ideas into my mind, after all they were both
red of a sort.

But I digress. This time the trip was not to inspect Hornby trains but real ones, not
clockwork ones but live steam ones. I was off to bunk the shed yard. Now this may
sound like an emotive word as though I was about to do something difficult but, to
tell the truth, in the mid 1960s nobody really cared. Steam was being run down and
there were no H & S regulations about not walking into engines without wearing a
hard hat and so on. Simple common-sense reigned supreme,

So there I was walking out of the dingy station entrance and heading round to the
right through the edge of the old LNER goods yard with the tracks now ending at
bufferstops but which had once continued across South Union Street into the
Harbour area as did those from the LMS sidings.

Then it was past the parcels office and approaching the bridge across the tracks
and platforms at the west end of the station. This bridge has two purposes - the first
was to allow access to the Smith Hood coal and so it was generally covered in coal
dust and small pieces which had fallen from lorries. But it was its other purpose
that I was interested in for this was the official way into the shed and already I could
smell the smoke and steam. There was also an unofficial way in but this meant a
long trek to reach Roseangle Street (I think it was) where one could squeeze
through the fence by the back of the old Caledonian shed.


